CCT Meeting #57 - 20 September 2017 @ 13:00 UTC

Attendees:

Team: David Taylor, Waudo Siganga, Jonathan Zuck, Laureen Kapin, Gao Mosweu, Drew Bagley, Jordyn Buchanan, Calvin Browne, Carlton Samuels, Kaili Kan, Dejan Djukic

Observers: Alexander Chilikov

ICANN Org: Antonietta Mangiacotti, Brian Aitchison, Karen Mulberry, Brenda Brewer, Jean-Baptiste Deroulez, Elieza Agopian, Alice Jansen

Apologies: Jamie Hedlund, Fabro Steibel

Agenda:

- Welcome, Sol, roll-call
- Final review of DNS Abuse Study paper: Drew
- Final review of Parking paper: Jonathan
- Final review of Consumer Choice paper: Jordyn
- Discussion on INTA Survey paper: David
- A.O.B.

Documents:

- DNS Abuse Chapter Draft_2017_09_13
- PARKINGDRAFT-jvzV4
- Consumer Choice - jab 08Sep17 - INTA
- RPM Section V3 19Sep17

Recordings:

- Adobe Connect
- mp3

Chat Transcript: EN

Transcript: EN

Decisions Reached: /

Action Items:

- DNS Abuse paper:
  - All to send feedback on recommendations to the list. David /Drew to update terminology based on discussions today and feedback received.

- Parking Paper:
  - Jonathan to update title based on Waudo’s comment, Jordyn to update table with latest figures.

- Consumer Choice:
  - Paper considered final pending any comments sent to Jordyn by September 24.

- INTA Survey Paper:
  - David to update the paper based on comments received, and share the updated version with the review team.